Résumé. - 
inclination of the system. 1 . Introduction.
In a recent paper [1] we introduced a new family of symmetrical non-focusing concentrators with polygonal absorbers. They are particularly well suited when thermal insulation is obtained inserting the absorber into a vacuum glass tube. In particular the optical losses in the gap between the absorber and the mirror are avoided owing to the geometry of the system.
The direction of the optical axis of a concentrator is usually determined by the position of the light source in order to have the maximum flux trough the surface for its main position. In symmetrical devices the normal to the collecting surface has the same direction of the optical axis. Nevertheless in some cases the collecting surface is constrained by structural or other limits (i.e. it has to be horizontal). The problem can be solved by truncation of symmetrical concentrators [2] [3] [4] , which results in a reduction of the concentrating factor, or by means of asymmetrical concentrators [5] [6] [7] [8] . This second solution is usually to be preferred [5] .
In this paper we study the use of polygonal absorbers in asymmetrical devices. The geometries used present the same advantages of the symmetrical ones while they are well suited to be employed on horizontal planes. Besides that we study in some details the problem of obtaining the maximum allowed area of the absorber, once given the diameter of the glass tube. Due to the ideal nature of the concentrators it is equivalent to find the maximum allowed receiving area.
Mills and Giutronich [9] have shown that, in order to be ideal, a linear non refractive concentrator with acceptance angle oc (Fig. la) (2)). 3. Construction of optimal receiver. Let us examine the absorber cross section in figure 3 . We will select the polygon (or polygons) which can be inscribed in the smallest circumference and we will find the radius of such circumference.
We will examine here the general case of n-side polygon, observing that for n -oo we must substitute the polygonal K1K2...Kn-2H1 with the arc of circumference KI Hl (Fig. 4) . Figs. 5 and 6 ). where the minus sign appears when K, belongs to the shortest of the two arcs VH, (type II polygon). Moreover, the sum of the lengths of the remaining sides is where so that we can write (including the case n -(0) : p,,(r) =/1 [1 +cos 03B1+0393n(03B1) 2 r/l1 ±sin 03B1(2r/l1)2-1]. (8) Notice that and the minimum value is for the triangle (n = 3).
To study the function Pn(r) (Figs. 5 figure 7 for n = 4.
In the usual applications it is useful to set a ~ 60°.
In this case, the allowed range for i is 20° 03C4 45°, corresponding to a wide range of latitudes [10] . Figure 8 shows the dependence of the radius on the number of sides, for a = 60°. As it can be seen there is a sharp reduction of the radius from n = 3 to n = 4 while for n &#x3E; 4 there are only small further reductions. Since increasing the number of the sides increases the manufacturing difficulties, n = 4 appears to be a good choice. A particularly interesting situation is when VKI = VHi (Fig. 3) and the absorber is symmetric. For instance, for a = 60° and i = 30° the quadrangular absorber is symmetric and is just the same as introduced for symmetrical devices. This implies the possibility of making asymmetrical devices constructing asymmetrical mirrors but using the same absorbers of symmetrical ones. 
